FROM GDF FOUNDER

When forests burn... in those moments, all wildlife flees together to be saved. They don’t attack each other. They are not unfriendly towards each other and are without self destructive tendencies. Rather, the will to be saved, takes over.

Today, not only are forests burning, so are cities- where people live. Not only are the oceans moving apart through seismic geopathic activity- earthquakes, tsunami’s, storms, hurricanes, tornados, floods... We can consider that the entire planet seems to be breaking apart.

So, instead of people looking to be saved together, they are mercilessly harming each other, and the planet and everything else that lives. What’s incredibly disconnected from any sense of sanity, is that some are arrogantly threatening to destroy the planet and humankind...

Then, for what type of progress in consciousness does man speak of and for what type of progressive civilization and science/technology when all is de facto and de jure, intended and actually aimed at harming and destroying the planet and humankind. It doesn’t exist in dreams, let alone in reality. Reality is an image mirror of dreaming.

It is therefore urgently necessary to allow the path of GDF and LIGHT-IC so that we may save humankind by increasing levels of consciousness in the right sense, and not of some far-off and illusory imagination of some pipe-dream to create excuses for self destructive actions and tendencies.

Sadly and miserably, however true and real. It is time for change - without question, and as the one and only option and path forward.

That is the path and basis for progress and self-sustainability - tracing future progress through dialogue. All else is self-destruction and illusion which like a drug, preoccupies the minds, hearts and souls of the majority of people on the planet. It is a reality that needs to be cleared, or removed for an improved existence to emerge. It is time to support and protect that which is progressive for a brighter future - for all.